
Partner Program
Your Fast Track to Building a GenAI Practice

Systems integrators and IT service providers are under increasing pressure to offer innovative, AI-driven
solutions that not only enhance operational efficiency but also ensure the secure exchange of information.
However, building a GenAI practice from the ground up can be daunting. Challenges include integrating
advanced AI capabilities into existing customer portals and applications, ensuring data security during
exchanges, and differentiating offerings in a crowded market. Without a robust platform, achieving these
objectives is resource-intensive, requiring significant investment in development, security protocols, and AI
expertise.

DataMotion's Partner Program provides a fast
track for partners to quickly build and enhance
their AI practice. By integrating DataMotion's AI-
powered Platform as a Service (PaaS) into their
clients' portals and applications, partners can offer
comprehensive solutions that meet the specific
needs of clients.

With access to our JenAI Assist™ solution, provide
clients with GenAI chat on their defined data
sources and secure exchange for messages, forms,
and large documents. The DataMotion Partner
Program provides various integration options
catering to partners' requirements. The program
also offers exclusive benefits and resources,
including personalized support to ensure partners
have everything they need to succeed.

Key Benefits

Security at the Core

Elevate Your Offerings

Flexible Deployment Options

Backed by top industry certifications
including HITRUST CSF®, EHNAC and
DirectTrust™ HISP/CA/RA, and built with
a zero-trust design, we're a trusted
partner to fulfill your security needs. 

Seamlessly integrate AI chat, encrypted
workflow automation, and secure
message exchange into your clients'
systems to differentiate your offerings
and stay ahead of the competition.

Choose from a range of integration
methods, including no-code, low-code
widget, or pro-code API approaches, to
seamlessly integrate DataMotion into
your clients' systems. 

Our Partner Program is built on the
philosophy of collaborative growth. We
provide more than just solutions; we're

strategic partners invested in your journey
to success. Benefit from joint achievement,

innovation, and dedicated support as we
work together to drive business growth and

market expansion.

Enhanced Partner Support

Join us in transforming business interactions and
delivering unparalleled value to your clients. Contact
our team today to learn more about how DataMotion
can accelerate your AI market presence and drive
success for your business. 

Get started at ai.datamotion.com/partners/

What Our Partner Program Offers

Effortless Collaboration

Leverage sales and pre-sales support,
including demos and personalized
assistance, for a hassle-free experience.



32%

CONTACT SALES

Call us at 1 800-672-7233
or scan the QR code to make an
appointment

ai.datamotion.com
sales@datamotion.com

DATAMOTION
67 EAST PARK PLACE
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY 07960

Phone: (800) 672-7233
Sales: (973) 455-1245

Reduction in contact center calls when

implementing our secure message center

ABOUT DATAMOTION
DataMotion is a trusted partner for streamlined and

secure digital exchanges within regulated

industries, focusing on the financial sector. Our

Secure Customer Engagement Platform, augmented

by Generative AI, revolutionizes employee and

client experiences, facilitating organizations'

seamless digital transformation journey.

Our solutions are architected with a zero-trust

design to enhance interactions in regulated sectors,

built upon our foundational pillars: the Secure

Engagement Platform, Generative AI, and human

expertise. Seamlessly integrating with a wide range

of applications and systems used by our clients,

DataMotion enables secure exchange of messages,

chats, files, and forms with customers through

employees' preferred platforms. These integrations

eliminate the need for fragmented solutions,

ensuring smooth and secure communications for

enhanced customer engagement.

Scan the QR code for
more information


